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Abstract: In 1870, an illustration entitled “Landing
Bananas” appeared in the popular U.S. magazine Harper’s
Weekly. The illustration shows piles of banana on a waterfront
dock in New York City, attracting the attention of eager
customers. This illustration documented the increasing
mobility of bananas, which were imported to the United
States from Central America and the Caribbean with the
help of refrigeration and icebox technologies in the latenineteenth century. The illustration also reflected the
banana’s reputation at the time as an “immigrant” in the
United States and a settler “landing” on the shores of “the
New World.” While many images helped naturalize the
banana in American landscapes and homes, these pictures
also disguised the horrific exploitation of land and people
that came at the expense of importing the banana to the
United States. This presentation uses the banana as a case
study for analyzing the complex relationship between art,
food, and mobility. In fusing together methodologies from
Food Studies, Art History, and Material Culture disciplines,
this paper urges scholars to more seriously consider how art
mobilizes political messages through food.

In 1871, the lithography company Currier and Ives published
the still-life print Fruits of the Tropics (Figure 1). The picture
reads like a balancing act; grapes are perched on top of a
pineapple that leans precariously on a pile of bananas, which
squeeze in between oranges and lemons that roll into the
margins of the picture plane. It is significant that at the center of
the composition are red and yellow bananas, a rare fruit in the
1870s, when only one of every 10,000 residents in the United
States had ever seen it.1 The fruit was in such high demand by
1876 that when it was displayed in the Horticultural Hall at the
Philadelphia Centennial, it required security guards to prevent
visitors from stealing bananas off the trees.2 Before then,
Americans had only occasional encounters with the banana in
the 1700s, when this fruit—originally from the equatorial
climates of Asia—was distributed to the Americas by Asian
mariners, Arab traders, and European colonists.3 After several
unsuccessful attempts to cultivate bananas in the semi-tropical
climates of Florida, Louisiana, and California, growers in the
United States realized that it was more practical to import the
fruit from Central America and the Caribbean, where the
banana grew far more easily. While many artists documented
the banana’s increasing mobility and flaunted America’s vast
commercial network, they also disguised the unsavory political
and labor conditions undergirding the importation of Latin
American bananas to the United States.

The mobility of bananas in the United States was
accelerated with the establishment of the United Fruit
Company in 1899. United Fruit was the nation’s largest
and most prosperous banana distributor, systemizing the
banana’s production on large-scale, corporate controlled
plantations in Central America and the Caribbean. The
company’s influence abroad, however, was not positive;
through theft, bribery, and deadly coups, United Fruit
amassed a dangerous monopoly over the banana trade and
a strong foothold in Central-American politics. They
exploited laborers as well as the natural environment,
provoking strikes, protests, and wars around the sale of
their fruit. Contemporary artists today are grappling with
United Fruit’s divisive legacy. Artists such as Moisés
Barrios, Alejandro Restrepo, and Minerva Cuevas, and
Chiqui Mendoza are critiquing the intervention of U.S.
banana companies in Latin America and revealing how the
fruit communicates stories about U.S. imperialism. This
presentation uses the banana as a case study for analyzing
the complex relationship between art, food, and empire
and how art mobilizes political messages through food.

Figure 1. Currier and Ives, Fruits of the Tropics, 1871. Handcolored lithograph, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

Field to Table: Cultivating and Consuming the
Nineteenth-Century Banana
In the mid-nineteenth century, U.S. consumers started to
gain greater access to bananas from Latin America. They
learned about the fruit from popular journals, which
reprinted the words of German explorer Alexander von
Humboldt who doubted “whether there is any plant on the
globe which, in so small a space of ground, can produce so
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great a mass of nutriment [as the banana].” Humboldt
marveled at the banana that “will furnish subsistence for
fifty individuals, which, in wheat, would not furnish food
for two.”4 Humboldt’s words were published in the last year
of the Civil War, when the embargo prohibiting goods
from entering ports in the South would be soon lifted. The
end of the Civil War led to fewer restrictions on navigation,
allowing fruit entrepreneurs and merchants to return to
their Caribbean and Central American trades.5 Innovations
in refrigeration after the Civil War enabled shipments to
reach ports as far north as Boston and New York. It makes
sense, then, that the banana appeared in the 1871 print by
Currier and Ives, a lithography firm based in New York City,
a major port for the shipment of tropical fruit (Figure 1).
Artist John George Brown captured the excitement of
New Yorkers
discovering bananas
for the first time in
his undated
painting Banana
Boy (Figure 2). A
young bootblack
seated on a stool
excitedly inspects
the banana, which
cost between ten
and twenty cents
apiece in the 1880s,
a treat for the
bootblack.6 The boy
is unfamiliar with
the fruit as he
clutches it upside
down, incorrectly
Figure 2. John George Brown, Banana
pointing the top
Boy, Date Unknown. Oil on Canvas,
nub toward the
24 x 16 in., Private Collection.
ground. Consumers
inexperienced with bananas often confused the fruit with
other foods, prompting cautionary tales in Godey’s Magazine
that warned: “BROWN bananas don’t look unlike sausages.
The mistake was made by a German a few days since.”7
Although this warning was told at the expense of European
immigrants (many of whom were bootblacks and fruit
peddlers of New York City), it was not so outlandish for
people to mistake a banana for a sausage, since consumers in
the late-nineteenth century ate the Gros Michel variety, a
thicker and stouter banana compared to the leaner
Cavendish variety North Americans eat today. Shippers
favored the Gros Michel, known colloquially as “Big Mike,”
for its sturdiness and imperviousness to bruises.8 Pictures of
Gros Michel bananas in the hands of curious consumers
displayed the delight characterizing early encounters with
this fruit and humorous tales of people sliding on banana
peels, one of which purposely sits on the ground next to the
bootblack’s feet.
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An illustration entitled “Landing Bananas” in Harper’s
Weekly from 1870 also confirms the banana’s arrival in New
York, showing a handful of the fruit on the edges of a
waterfront slip (Figure 3).9 In describing this scene as a
“landing” of bananas, Harper’s Weekly conceptualizes the fruit
as an immigrant subject landing on the shores of the New
World. Indeed, bananas shored up ideas about mobility and
immigration because they were imported to the United States
from far distances. Advancements in refrigerated icebox
technologies assisted the migration of the fruit by delaying the
bananas’ ripening during its cross-country voyage on
sail-driven schooners. Refrigerated railroad cars continued to
preserve the fruits once they arrived in the United States and
then chilled in cold storage warehouses with blocks of ice until
ready for sale.10 With ice and other innovations, shipments of
fresh fruit increased fifteen-fold between 1880 and 1895.11
Refrigeration ushered in a new era in banana production,
delivering the fresh fruit to United States consumers from
faraway distances that once seemed unimaginable.

Figure 3. “Landing Bananas and other Tropical Fruits
Burling Slip, New York,” Harper’s Weekly June 1870,
Engraved After a Drawing by A.R. Ward.

The banana’s importation from far-flung frontiers was also
a symbol of sophistication for North Americans. It was an
incredible feat to grow bananas and import them from Latin
America. First, regions such as Guatemala and Costa Rica
required a complete transformation of the landscape for
transporting bananas from jungle to coast. Trees were cleared
and railroads constructed to haul the fruit across long
distances. Once a banana grove matured over several months,
laborers cut, washed, wrapped and loaded the fruits onto
railcars.12 Loading bananas was one of the most strenuous
tasks: workers lifted banana bunches weighing up to 100
pounds under scorching temperatures and then rushed the
fruit to air-conditioned cabins on ships docked close to
railroad hubs.13 Bananas rot quickly, so their distribution had
to be completed as rapidly as possible across the three-week
journey to the United States. U.S. fruit companies wanting to
expand their business into Central America and the
Caribbean used these challenges to justify their intervention,
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claiming that the conversion of swamps into banana
plantations was a heroic reclamation of wilderness for the
greater good of civilizing the tropical frontier.14 Undergirding
the importation of the banana was a nationalist mission that
celebrated U.S. ingenuity and innovation despite the
wreckage they were causing politically and environmentally.
The Rise of the United Fruit Company
It was the United Fruit Company that ushered the United
States into this new chapter of banana consumption. United
Fruit was established in 1899, when Andrew Preston and
Lorenzo Baker Dow, founders of the Boston Fruit
Company, consolidated their business with Minor Keith, a
prominent landowner and banana entrepreneur in Central
America.15 They capitalized on lenient extradition laws and
new transportation technologies at the turn of the century
to build a transnational banana business. Unlike the
nineteenth century, when the fruit market was controlled
by smaller-scale farmers and merchants, the twentieth
century marked a new era in which larger companies
streamlined the process of fruit production with support
from the government and Wall Street, which supplied
capital for the reorganization of food industries. At this
time,
manufacturers
became more
powerful,
producing goods at
lower costs and in
bulk for the rising
middle class. The
corporatization of
fruit also was
enabled by
technological
advancements in
transportation that
replaced slow
sail-driven
schooners with
faster steampowered ships that
Figure 4. “A Short History of the
could carry
Banana and a Few Recipes for Its Use,”
between 13,000
ed. by The Boston Cooking School and
United Fruit Company (Boston: United and 19,000 bunches
of bananas.16 By the
Fruit Company, 1904), 1.
end of the 1920s,
food conglomerates grew so big and drew in so much
money that they surpassed some of the country’s largest
manufacturing industries, such as iron, steel, and textiles.17
The United Fruit Company relied on images in
advertisements and cookbooks to sell their product to U.S.
consumers (Figure 4). The introductory page of their first
cookbook from 1904 showed a banana, at center, posed
against the company’s green and gold starred logo, and
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beneath the United Fruit’s red, white, and blue crest. The
fruit, given pride of place and ennobled by its heraldic
framing, is flanked by two allegorical figures—one
representing Central America, the other South America,
with the West Indies referred to in the center. The
composition draws on a long tradition using racial
stereotypes and women as allegories of territorial
expansion. The lighter-skinned Central America is
classically dressed and engaged in the act of writing, while
the darker-skinned
South America
wears a less
conventional dress
and hood and
engages in no
intellectual activity.
The allegorical
representation of
South America
with heavy brows
and flared nostrils
echo
contemporaneous
depictions of savage
people, yet she also
directs her gaze
toward the white
woman
Figure 5. “A Short History of the Banana
representing
and
a Few Recipes for Its Use,” ed. by The
Central America
Boston
Cooking School and United Fruit
and her big book,
Company (Boston: United Fruit
suggesting a
Company, 1904), 30.
willingness to
learn. South America is depicted in the same way as victims
of Orientalism: primitive and exotic, awaiting the lessons
of civilization. These choices by the illustrator were
deliberate. Paradoxical views of the Tropics enabled the
United Fruit Company to exploit the feminine exoticism
of the banana while asserting the fruit’s safe, whitened
status for North-American consumers.
An illustration of a woman at the end of the cookbook
more directly articulated United Fruit’s desire to consume
the Tropics (Figure 5). On this last page mapping the
company’s steamship activity between Central America
and the United States, a blonde mermaid rides a dolphin,
steadying herself with one hand on its fin and pointing the
other toward the horizon. The outstretched arm was a
prominent feature in art associated with America’s
territorial expansion and artworks of pioneers ready to
fulfill what many nineteenth-century Americans believed
to be God’s plan for national expansion and the conquest
of indigenous territory. This outstretched finger would
have been immediately recognizable to period viewers as a
sign of white heroism and white Americans’ divine right to
conquer the continent. Just like U.S. pioneers who point
towards the western frontier, the light-skinned mermaid in
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the United Fruit cookbook points symbolically towards
the tropical frontier it wants to control. The use of this
visual vocabulary on a map of United Fruit’s trade routes
was a clear endorsement of the company’s increased
mobility and expansion to countries in Central America
where it wanted to secure railroad and land monopolies to
benefit the banana trade. Company cookbooks literally
pointed to the land it wanted to incorporate, revealing how
images for the United Fruit Company not only advocated
for the assimilation of the banana, but the assimilation of
the lands upon which it grew.18
In pictures and cookbooks throughout the twentieth
century, the United Fruit Company distanced its product
from the realities of its production in Central America and
the Caribbean where it was inserting itself forcefully and
violently into Latin-American politics. One of the most
unsettling examples was the company’s role in the 1954
coup to overthrow Guatemala’s democratically-elected
president, Jacobo Arbenz. The election of Arbenz in 1951
constituted a threat to United Fruit’s agenda, since the new
president sought to promote greater economic equality by
implementing an agrarian reform that would redistribute
large land holdings from the United Fruit Company to
local farmers.19 The passing of this reform threatened to
remove this land from company control and put millions of
dollars at risk for United Fruit.20 So the United Fruit
Company with support from the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), used military force to overthrow Arbenz’
rule in 1954. They hid the company’s motive from the
public, claiming to intervene in Guatemala to stop the
virus of Communism that was spreading throughout the
country.21 The effects of the coup were devastating, causing
the mass-displacement of farmers whose land was stolen for
conversion into banana plantations. Many more were
imprisoned, killed, or “disappeared” at the hands of the
CIA, which sought to eliminate any political enemies
expressing a rejection of U.S. policy. The company’s political
interference also extended to Honduras, Belize, Jamaica,
and Cuba, producing political consequences in each of
these regions. Not surprisingly, this political tumult was
edited out of United Fruit promotional materials that
focused narrowly on the fruit in domestic contexts.
Banana Wars and the Artistic Aftermath
Moisés Barrios is one of many artists looking back to
United Fruit’s legacy to critique the company’s violent
impact on Central America.22 In 2003, Barrios painted
Mosquitos, showing three toy fighter jets defending a cluster
of large-scale bananas (Figure 6). The airplanes’ noses are
pointed in different directions, ready to protect the yellow
territory on which they stand. Barrios’ use of toy planes,
bright colors, and exaggerated scale points to the absurdity
that so many lives were destroyed over such a bright and
sunny fruit. The toys’ defensive postures and mechanical
movements highlight their role as tactical accessories of the
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domineering U.S. government and a multinational
corporation. Planting these toy planes on the yellow terrain
of a banana is an explicit commentary on United Fruit’s
occupation in Central America. The large scale of the
bananas relative to the fighter jets in Barrios’ painting
speaks to the immense importance of this fruit, akin to
sugar, petroleum, and other resources that have become
political battlegrounds throughout history.

Figure 6. Moisés Barrios, Banana Toys , 2003. Oil on Canvas,
Collection of the Artist.

Barrios forces viewers to confront the political upheaval
caused by U.S. fruit companies that profited from deadly
coups, the forced removal of indigenous farmers, and the
mistreatment of workers on plantations. He also forces
viewers to contemplate the lopsided economy in which
banana companies have dangerously directed national
products away from local resources, forcing these regions to
rely on the exportation of a single commodity.
Furthermore, banana republics caused deforestation and
soil erosion as a result of the clearing of land for this mono
crop and laying of railroad tracks to transport it to faraway
consumers. Environmental damage affected local
waterways, filling rivers with silt and contaminating them
with pesticides that devastated both banana workers and
the fruits they harvested.23 His work addresses the social,
economic, and environmental wreckage caused by
American banana companies and their deadly impact on
people and natural resources.
Colombian artist José Alejandro Restrepo also grappled
with the abuses of the United Fruit Company in his
installation, “Musa Paradisiacal,” first exhibited in 1996 at
Bogotá’s Museo de Arte Moderno (Figure 7). Restrepo
displayed several banana bunches suspended from ropes
attached to the ceiling of the gallery that hang like lynched
and tortured bodies. The characteristically bright, yellow fruit
was black and bruised in his installation, withering on the
stalk. While the likeness between rotting bananas and rotting
human flesh is astonishing, it is the smell of his installation
that was most memorable. They were described as putrid by
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several critics who reviewed Restrepo’s work to evoke the
decay of those who died after attacks in Ciénaga, Colombia in
1928 by the Columbian government.24 The massacre was
endorsed by the United Fruit Company, which paid the
Columbian army to squash a group of laborers protesting its
unfair wages and unethical practices. Scholars estimate that as
many as 2,000 people were injured and murdered in the
incident.25 Restrepo brought this to the attention of viewers by
installing mirrors on the floor beneath the banana stalks that
reflect old video footage of the killings. Artworks by Restrepo
and Barrios are a historical recounting of the labor struggles
on banana plantations as well as a confrontation of the
ongoing battles over labor rights in which American
companies are still fighting. Barrios and Restrepo use the
banana in their art as a physical reminder of the land and lives
that have been stolen from their respective countries.

Figure 7. José Alejandro Restrepo, Musa Paradisiacal,
1996–2017. Mixed media, Exhibited in “Video Art in
Latin America” as part of Pacific Standard Time at
LAXART Gallery, Los Angeles, California.

Figure 8. Minerva Cuevas, Del Montte Bananeras, 2003. Mixed
Media, Guggenheim Museum, New York City.

Mexican artist Minerva Cuevas tackled a similar subject
in her 2003 mural on the Del Monte Foods Company at
New York’s Guggenheim Museum (Figure 8). Cuevas
reinvented the company’s green, red, and yellow logo by
purposely misspelling the name “Del Montte” with two t’s
to reference José Efraín Ríos Montt: the president of
Guatemala in 1982 and 1983, who was put into office by a
military coup. In his short two years as president, the

Guatemalan army under his instruction destroyed 400
towns, drove 20,000 rural people out of their homes, and
killed more than 50,000 indigenous people.26 Cuevas’
mural draws out the similarities between Montt and
banana companies like Del Monte and United Fruit, which
have secured landholdings and benefited from an
aggressive military policy that devastated Guatemala’s
indigenous and settler population.
Cuevas points to Montt’s role in this corrupt legacy by
replacing the word “Quality” in the “Del Montte” logo
with “Criminal,” and writing beneath the company’s red
and yellow insignia, “struggles for land.” The artist placed
this logo in the center of her mural over a black silhouette
of a banana, refusing to endow this fruit with any vibrant
colors. Rendering it in black and white transformed the
normally cheerful banana into an elegy for those who died
at the hand of
American fruit
companies.
Installing this
mural in a
landscape with
sand, straw, and
palm fronds
reinserted the
banana into the
Tropics in contrast
to company
cookbooks and
advertisements that
Americanized the
fruit. Cuevas joins
a generation of
Figure 9. Yunior Chiqui Mendoza,
artists using visual
Bananahattan, 2010. Archival
expressions to
inkjet and screen print on paper.,
critique corrupt
9 x 7 in., Smithsonian American
regimes and fruit
Art Museum, Washington, D.C.
monopolies. In
combination with
Restrepo and Barrios, Cuevas looks critically at the historic
partnerships between fruit corporations, militaries, and
governmental bodies to dish out the dishonest practices
behind the systems that distribute our fruit.
Dominican artist Yunior Chiqui Mendoza also
contributes to this dialogue by creating the artwork,
Bananhattan, a map of New York City’s Manhattan in the
shape of a yellow banana (Figure 9). Mendoza specifically
altered a map of the New York City metro system, which
shows banana spots loosely situated around the city’s subway
lines. While the banana’s conical shape spans the city’s
northern-most neighborhoods in Harlem to the southernmost tip of the Financial District, the fruit’s brown spots plot
the different neighborhoods where large groups of
immigrants from the Dominican Republic have settled in
New York City. A big red circle and arrow stating “we are
here” points to the areas of Washington Heights and Spanish
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Harlem where New York Councilman and Dominican
immigrant Ydanis Rodríguez exhibited Mendoza’s work to
inspire creativity in the community. In addition to
spotlighting Washington Heights where many Dominican
immigrants live today, Mendoza draws large brown spots in
areas throughout lower Manhattan that also indicate a
vibrant Dominican community. It is fitting that Mendoza
likens the shape of Manhattan to a banana since this city has
been one of the major ports for banana shipments since the
nineteenth century. The nineteenth-century illustration in
Harper’s Weekly portraying the “landing” of bananas in
Manhattan resonates with Mendoza’s map of Bananhattan a
century later by showing the “landing” of immigrants from
banana-growing countries in New York City (Figure 3). Both
images are a testament to the fluidity of people, foods, and
cultures that continue to move back and forth between the
United States and Latin America. But rather than focusing
on the devastation caused by U.S. exchanges, Mendoza’s print
celebrates the mobility of immigrants from banana-growing
countries and how they have transformed cities like New
York into a reincarnation of their homeland.27
Conclusion
The banana, in conclusion, is a useful case study for mining
the relationship between art, empire, and mobility.
Nineteenth-century paintings that showed bananas
“landing” on Manhattan shores and in the hands of excited
bootblacks display the delicious advantages of the increased
mobility of goods across the Atlantic. Pictures of the
banana arriving to the United States flaunted U.S.
innovations and commercial expansion and the country’s
ability to transport and refrigerate the fruit travelling far
distances. Yet, illustrations and advertisements that
celebrate increased access to foodways from Central
America also betrayed the miserable conditions that
accompanied the banana industry and the wreckage caused
by the ruthless United Fruit Company and its coups to
secure landholdings. The violence sanctioned by the
United Fruit Company left a long and soiled legacy that
has inspired a number of artists today to confront the
subject in their artwork. Because representations of
bananas have influenced international politics for more
than a century, the fruit and its artistic representation
provide generative ground for understanding food’s role in
international politics. In the end, the image of the banana
has become a cautionary tale that warns how something so
sweet can produce such bitter consequences.
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